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(54) Projection exposure method and apparatus and device manufacturing method

(57) A projection exposure apparatus includes an il-

lumination system (24) for supplying illumination light, a

projection optical system (5) for projecting a pattern of

a first object (1) onto a second object (9) in cooperation

with the illumination light, the projection optical system

having a refraction optical element (6,7) :
a changing

system (29-32) for changing a wavelength of the illumi-

nation light, a detecting system (19) for detecting a

change in pressure, and a control system (23) for con-

trolling the changing system on the basis of an output

of the detecting system so as to compensate a change

in ratio of refractivity between an atmosphere and the

refraction optical element due to a change in pressure.
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Description

This invention relates to a projection exposure apparatus and a device manufacturing method. More particularly

the present invention is concerned with a projection exposure apparatus and a device manufacturing method which is

$ particularly suitably applicable for manufacture of a semiconductor device such as IC or LSI, an image pickup device

such as CCD or a display device such as a liquid panel, wherein, in projection of an electronic circuit pattern of a reticle

onto a surface of a wafer, the optical performance such as focus position, spherical aberration, comma, astigmatism

or projection magnification error which is changeable with a change in environment, is corrected satisfactorily, whereby

a high precision projected pattern image is produced.

Integration of a semiconductor device such as IC or LSI has increased to meet the demand of higher integration,

and many improvements have been made in a reduction projection exposure apparatus of step-and-repeat type or

step-and-scan type wherein an image of a circuit pattern of mask (or reticle) is formed on a photosensitive substrate

by a projection optical system by which the photosensitive substrate is exposed.

The optical performance such as imaging magnification or imaging performance of a projection optical system for

is projecting a pattern of a reticle onto the surface of a wafer in a reduced scale, is changeable with a change in environ-

ment such as pressure. In a projection exposure apparatus which should satisfy a high resolving power, an error in

optical performance resulting from a change in pressure raises a large problem. It is very important to correct such an

error in the optical performance.

Japanese Laid-open Patent Application, Laid-Open No. 3041 1/1 992, filed in Japan under the name of the assignee

20 of the subject application, proposes a projection exposure apparatus (or projecting a pattern of a first object illuminated

with light from an illumination system onto a second object through a projection optical system, wherein the apparatus

is provided with driving means for displacing at least one lens system of the projection optical system along the direction

of an optical axis or for relatively displacing the projection optical system and the first object relative to each other, and

wavelength changing means for changing the emission wavelength of light from the illumination system, by which

2$ projection magnification and distortion in the projection of the pattern of the first object onto the second object through

the projection optical system are adjusted.

Japanese Laid-Open Patent Application, Laid-Open No. 30412/1992 proposes a projection exposure apparatus

for projecting a pattern of a first object illuminated with light from an illumination system onto a second object through

a projection optical system, wherein the apparatus is provided with pressure adjusting means for isolating at least one
30 space within the lens stem of the projection optical system and for adjusting the pressure in that space or the component

of a gas in that space, and wavelength changing means for changing the emission wavelength of light from the illumi-

nation system, by which projection magnification and distortion in the projection of the pattern of the first object onto

the second object through the projection optical system is adjusted.

Among errors of optical performance of a projection optical system, an error in projection magnification and an

35 error of aberration of distortion appear as a difference between a desired grid point and a grid point of a projected

pattern. It produces a large effect upon matching precision in registration of a reticle having an electronic circuit pattern

and a wafer.

In order to meet further miniaturization and further increase of integration, a projection optical system of recent

projection exposure apparatuses has an increasing numerical aperture (NA) or an increasing range of projection

40 exposure (i.e., view field size). As an example, a projection optical system having NA of about 0.6 and a field size of

22 mm square, is used. When such a projection optical system having a large N A. and a large field size is used, a

change in optical performance resulting from a change in environment such as pressure causes non-negligible amount

of change in projection magnification and distortion, and additionally, in spherical aberration, comma, astigmatism and

curvature of field.

4$ Generally, the amount of change in aberration of a projection optical system resulting from a pressure change

increases in accordance with the N.A. and the view angle. For example, in a case of a projection optical system having

a N. A. of 0.6 and a field size of 22 mm square, the amount of change in aberration due to a pressure change becomes

large, and this produces a large influence to the imaging performance of a projection exposure apparatus which is

currently to be used for projection of a circuit pattern of half micron size or less.

so Additionally, there is a pressure difference due to a difference in level (land level) between the location where

adjustment of a projection exposure apparatus is performed and the location where the apparatus is used. Such pres-

sure difference may be 11 .4 Hpa per a level difference of 100 m. It causes a change in refract ivity of an air between

lenses, such that the actual imaging state becomes different from a desired state. Thus, there is a problem that, de-

pending on the location where a projection exposure apparatus is installed, desired imaging performance is not attain-

ts able.

In order to solve this problem, conventionally, an error of optical performance to be caused by a pressure difference

is estimated beforehand while taking into account the land level (i.e., pressure) of the location where a projection

exposure apparatus is to be installed, and a projection optical system is adjusted beforehand during the assembling
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so thai desired optical performance is provided after the projection exposure apparatus is installed.

With this process, however, it is necessary to set and adjust particular offsets of various optical performances,

from a normal state, in accordance with locations where a projection optical system is to be used. It needs complicated

control and adjustment. Also, there is a problem that the performance check in the state under operation can not be

5 performed at the location where assembling and adjustment is performed.

Japanese Laid-Open Patent Application, Laid-Open No. 302519/1988 filed in Japan under the name of the as-

signee of the subject application proposes a projection exposure apparatus by which the problem described above

may be solved. However, it is still desirable to provide a projection exposure apparatus by which a change in optical

performance due to a change in pressure is corrected with higher precision.

10 it is an object of one aspect of the present invention to provide a projection exposure apparatus for projecting a

pattern of a first object such as a reticle onto a second object such as a wafer through a projection optical system,

wherein a change in optical performance due to a pressure change or a difference in pressure at the location where

the apparatus is installed can be corrected easily and satisfactorily such that high optical performance can be main-

tained.

is In accordance with an aspect of the present invention, there is provided a projection exposure apparatus, com-

prising: illumination means for supplying illumination light; a projection optical system for projecting a pattern of a first

object onto a second object in cooperation with the illumination light, said projection optical system having a refraction

optical element; changing means for changing a wavelength of the illumination light; detecting means for detecting a

change in pressure; and control means for controlling said changing means on the basis of an output of said detecting

20 means so as to compensate a change in ratio of refractivity between an atmosphere and said refraction optical element

due to a change in pressure.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a projection exposure apparatus,

comprising: illumination means for supplying illumination light; a projection optical system for projecting a pattern of a

first object onto a second object in cooperation with the illumination light, said projection optical system having a re-

25 fraction optical element; changing means for changing a wavelength of the illumination light; detecting means for de-

tecting a change in pressure; and control means for controlling said changing means on the basis of an output of said

detecting means so as to maintain a constant ratio of refractivity between an atmosphere and said refraction optical

element irrespective of a change in pressure.

In these aspects of the present invention, said illumination means may supply laser as said illumination light.

30 The laser may comprise deep ultraviolet light and said projection optical system may include a lens made of SiCfe.

Said projection optical system may include a lens made of CaF2 .

Said illumination means may include an excimer laser which produces the laser, wherein said excimer laser may
have a resonator with a mirror and a wavelength selecting element, and said changing means may include actuating

means for changing one of said wavelength selecting element of said resonator and tilt of said mirror of said resonator.

35 Said wavelength selecting element may comprise an etalon.

Said wavelength selecting element may comprise a diffraction grating.

Said wavelength selecting element may comprise a prism.

Said excimer laser may comprise a KrF laser.

Said apparatus may further comprise driving means for moving the first object in a direction of an optical axis of

40 said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the position of the first object with respect to the

direction of the optical axis.

Said apparatus further comprise driving means for moving a lens of said projection optical system in a direction

of an optical axis of said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the position of a surface of

said lens with respect to the direction of the optical axis.

<5 Said apparatus further comprise driving means for moving the second object in a direction of an optical axis of

said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the position of a surface of the second object with

respect to the direction of the optical axis.

Said apparatus may further comprise actuating means for changing a pressure in a space between lenses of said

projection optical system, and a pressure detector for detecting a pressure in said space.

50 Embodiments of the present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in

which:

-

Figure 1 is a schematic and diagrammatic view of a main portion of a projection exposure apparatus according to

a first embodiment of the present invention.

Figures 2A - 2C are schematic views of lasers usable in the first embodiment, of Figure 1.

55 Figure 3 is a sectional view of lenses of a projection lens system of the Figure 1 embodiment.

Figure 4 is a schematic and diagrammatic view of a main portion of a projection exposure apparatus according to

a second embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 5 is a flow chart of device manufacturing method according to an embodiment of the present invention.
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Figure 6 is a flow chart showing details of a process in the flow of Figure 5.

Figure 1 shows a projection exposure apparatus according to a first embodiment of the present invention. In this

embodiment, the apparatus is provided with an adjusting mechanism for adjusting a change in optical performance of

a projection optical system due to a change in pressure. This adjusting mechanism comprises pressure measuring

5 means for measuring a pressure, and wavelength changing means for changing the emission wavelength of light from

an illumination system in accordance with a signal from the pressure measuring means, to thereby adjust the optical

performance for projection of a pattern of a first object onto a second object through the projection optical system.

As an alternative, the apparatus may be provided with a mechanism for displacing a portion of the lens system of

the projection optical system along the optical axis. Alternatively or additionally, the apparatus may be provided with

10 a mechanism for relatively displacing the projection optical system and the first object surface relative to each other

in the direction of the optical axis.

Particularly, in accordance with the present invention, the optical performance such as focus position, projection

magnification, spherical aberration, comma, astigmatism, curvature of field or distortion, can be corrected satisfactorily.

In Figure 1 , denoted at 1 is a reticle (first object) on which a circuit pattern is formed. Denoted at 2 is a reticle chuck

is for attracting and supporting the reticle 1, and denoted at 3 is a reticle driving means mounted on the reticle chuck.

Denoted at 4 is a reticle stage for supporting the reticle driving means 3, and denoted at 5 is a projection lens system

(projection optical system) of reduction type. Denoted at 6A and 6B are field lenses of portion lens systems which

constitute the projection lens system 5.

Denoted at 7 is a lens system which is made of a single glass material, which lens system is a component of the

20 projection lens system 5. Denoted at 8 is a lens actuating means for displacing the field lens 6A in the direction of an

optical axis AX of the projection lens system 5. Denoted at 9 is a wafer (second object) which is coated with a photo-

sensitive material such as a resist. Denoted at 10 is a wafer chuck lor attracting and holding the wafer 9, and denoted

at 11 is a wafer driving means mounted on the wafer chuck 10.

The reticle driving means 3 and the wafer driving means 11 each may comprise a piezoelectric device, for example.

25 The reticle driving means 3 operates to move the reticle chuck 2 in the optical axis AX direction of the projection lens

system 5 to thereby displace the reticle 1 in the optical axis AX direction. The wafer driving means 11 operates to move

the wafer chuck 10 in the optical axis AX direction of the projection lens system 5 to thereby displace the wafer 9 in

the optical axis AX direction. Denoted at 1 2 is a wafer stage for supporting the wafer driving means 11 , which is movable

along a plane perpendicular to the optical axis AX of the projection optical system 5.

30 On the other hand, the lens actuating means 8 operates to displace the field lens 6A in the optical axis AX direction

of the projection lens system 5 by using an air pressure or a piezoelectric device, for example. Japanese Laid-Open

Patent Application, Laid-Open No. 32613/1988 shows an arrangement which is usable as the lens actuating means 8

of this embodiment. Thus, detailed description of the lens actuating means is omitted here.

Drive of the reticle chuck 2 by the reticle driving means 3 is performed in accordance with a signal from a reticle

35 drive control system 1 3, and the position of the reticle 1 in the optical axis AX direction is detected by means of a reticle

position detector 15. Similarly, drive of the field lens 6A by the lens actuating means 8 is performed in accordance with

a signal from a lens drive control system 16, and the position of the field lens 6A in the optical axis AX direction is

detected by means of a lens position detector 17. The reticle position detector 15 and the lens position detector 17

each may comprise a position detector such as an optical encoder, for example.

40 Drive of the wafer chuck 10 by the wafer driving means 11 is performed in accordance with a signal from a wafer

drive control system 14, and the position of the wafer 9 (its surface) is detected by a focus detector 18. The focus

detector 18 may comprise a conventional structure used in this type of projection exposure apparatus, and it may

include an air sensor or an optical sensor, for example. Signals from the reticle position detector 15, from the lens

position detector 17 and from the focus position detector 18, are applied to a microprocessor 23.

45 On the other hand, the apparatus is equipped with a pressure sensor (pressure measuring means) 1 9, a temper-

ature sensor 20 and a humidity sensor 21 for detecting a change in pressure, temperature and humidity around the

projection lens system 5. Additionally, there is a lens temperature sensor 22 for detecting a change in temperature,

resulting from absorption of light by the projection lens system 5. Signal from these sensors 1 9, 20, 21 and 22 are

applied to the microprocessor 23. Also, the reticle drive control system 13, the lens drive control system 16 and the

so wafer drive control system 1 4 are all controlled by means of the microprocessor 23. Of the elements described above,

those denoted at 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17 are components of driving means.

Denoted at 24 is an illumination system for illuminating the circuit pattern of the reticle 1 with uniform illuminance.

The illumination system 24 includes a KrF excimer laser (as exposure light source) for emitting laser light of emission

wavelength X = 248.4 nm and half width of about 0.003 nm. Laser light from the illumination system 24 is directed to

55 the reticle 1 and to the wafer 9 through the projection lens system 5, by which an image of the circuit pattern of the

reticle 1 is projected on the wafer 9 in a reduced scale.

In this embodiment, the projection exposure process is performed by using laser light having a wavelength in deep

ultraviolet region. For this reason, all the lenses of the projection lens system 5 are made of fuses silica (SiOJ having
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a high transmissivity to light of a wavelength X = 248.4 nm.

Now, the components of the illumination system 24 of this embodiment wit) be explained. Denoted at 27 is a laser

light source which produces light whose emission wavelength is controlled by means of a wavelength selector actuation

control system 32 to be described later. Denoted at 25 is a condenser lens for illuminating the reticle 1 surface uniformly

5 with light from the laser light source 27, in cooperation with reflection by a mirror 26.

The laser light source 27 comprises a laser resonator 28 and a wavelength selecting element 29. Denoted at 30

is a wavelength selector driving means, and denoted at 31 is a detector for detecting the angle of the wavelength

selecting element. Denoted at 32 is a wavelength selector actuation control system. These elements are components

of wavelength changing means.
10 Figures 2A - 2C show three examples of main portion of the laser light source 27 of Figure 1. The wavelength

selecting element 29 may comprise a prism 291 (Figure 2A), a grating 292 (Figure 2B) or an etalon 293 (Figure 2C),

by which the band width of light can be narrowed. By changing simultaneously the angle of a reflection mirror 281

behind the prism 291 (Figure 2A) t or by changing the angle of the grating 292 (Figure 2B), or by changing the angle

of the etalon 281 (Figure 2C), it is possible to change the wavelength of light within the range of the inherent wavelength

i£ band of the laser resonator 28.

The wavelength selecting element 30 may comprise a step motor or a piezoelectric device, for example. The

wavelength selecting element is actuated in response to a signal from the wavelength selector actuation control system

32. Here, the angle of the wavelength selecting element 29 is detected by the wavelength selector angle detector 31.

This angle detector may comprise one of various angle detectors, such as an optical encoder, for example. The signal

20 from the wavelength selector angle detector 31 is applied to the microprocessor 23. Also, the wavelength selector

actuation control system 32 is controlled by means of the microprocessor 23.

For more exact control of the wavelength, a portion of laser light from the laser light source 27 may be introduced

into a wavelength detector, and the angle of the wavelength selecting element 29 may be controlled in accordance

with the detection of the wavelength by that detector.

2S Figure 3 is a sectional view of a specific lens arrangement of the projection lens system 5 of the Figure 1 embod-

iment. In Figure 3, seventeen (17) lenses denoted at Gl - G17, respectively, are disposed along the optical axis AX,

between the reticle 1 and the wafer 9, by which the projection lens system 5 is provided.

Tale 1 below shows the lens data of the projection lens system of Figure 3. In this table, Ri (i = 1 to 34) is the

curvature radius (mm) of the i-th lens surface in the order from the reticle 1 side, and Di is the on-axis thickness or on-

30 axis air spacing (mm) between the i-th lens surface and (i+1)-th lens surface in the order from the reticle 1 side. Ni (i

= 1 to 17) is the refractivity of the lens Gi (i = 1 to 17). S1 is the on-axis air spacing between the circuit pattern surface

of the reticle 1 and the lens surface of the lens G1 at the reticle 1 side. S2 is the on-axis air spacing between the wafer

9 surface and the lens surface of the lens G17 at the wafer 9 side.

The projection lens system 5 of this embodiment has a N.A. of 0.45 and a field size of 17 mm square.

3$

Table 1

40

so

ss

S1: 120.00000

G1 R1: 4288.31660 D1: 20.00000 N1: 1.50841

R2: -194.67943 D2: 12.50000

G2 R3: 316.51971 D3: 17.65000 N2: 1.50841

R4: -645.60624 D4: 0.65000

G3 R5: 159.56222 D5: 9.00000 N3: 1.50841

R6: 106.44033 D6: 144.25282

G4 R7: -262.91712 D7: 9.60000 N4: 1.50841

R8: -283.21210 D8: 1.93700

G5 R9: -261.37159 D9: 8 00000 N5: 1.50841

R10: 75.51789 D10: 19.25000

G6 R11: ^85.44995 D11: 8 00000 N6: 1.50841

R12: 478.74733 D12: 31.80619

G7 R13: -212.80570 D13: 25.77500 N7: 1.50841

R14: -140.88403 D14: 1.00000

G8 R15: 476.10689 D15: 28.80000 N8: 1.50841

R16: -175.80636 D16: 1.20000

G9 R17: 191.89002 D17: 26.50000 N9: 1.50841

R18: -376.32283 D18: 1.00000

5
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Table 1 (continued)

5

15

G10 R19 195.90907 D19 20.00000 N10: 1.50841

R20 728.48554 D20 2.00000

G11 R21 199.33045 D21 29.77500 Nil: 1.50841

R22 73.28895 D22 44.25251

G12 R23 -97.77667 D23 14.40000 N12: 1.50841

R24 -167.01740 D24 47.13922

G13 R25 -60.87811 D25 24.00000 N13: 1.50841

R26 -74.57920 D26 1.20000

G14 R27 -1642.28154 D27 23.00000 N14: 1.50841

R28 -229.79037 D28 1.20000

G15 R29 310.70111 D29 23.00000 N15: 1.50841

R30 -498.20086 D30 1.20000

G16 R31 152.70093 D31 22.20000 N16: 1.50841

R32 2145.05915 D32 1.20000

G17 R33 118.62840 D33 24.00000 N17: 1.50841

R34 205.54691 S2: 88.74807

20

In this example, it is assumed that a pressure change of 30 hpa, lor example, produces a shift of quantity Af due

to a change in focus position of an image point of the projection lens (hereinafter "focus position change Af"), a shift

of quantity ASA due to a change in spherical aberration (hereinafter "spherical aberration change ASA"), a shift of

quantity ACM due to a change in comma aberration of an image point at an image height position 12 mm on the image
25 plane (hereinafter "comma change ACM"), a shift of quantity AAS due to a change in astigmatism (hereinafter "astig-

matism change AAS"), a shift of quantity AM due to a change in curvature of image surface in meridional direction

(hereinafter "meridional image surface curvature change AM"), a shift of quantity AS due to a change in curvature of

image surface in sagittal direction (hereinafter "sagittal image surface curvature change AS'), and a shift of quantity

AY due to a change in symmetric distortion and in projection magnification (i.e., the amount of displacement of the
30 image height at an image height 1 2 mm) (hereinafter "symmetrical distortion and projection magnification change AY).

Under this condition, the changes in these optical performances are as follows:

Focus position change Af = 5.05 micron

Spherical aberration change ASA = 0.286X

Comma change ACM = 0.120X

Astigmatism change AAS = 1 6 nm
Meridional image surface curvature change AM = 49 nm
Sagittal image surface curvature change AS = 16 nm
Symmetric distortion and projection magnification change AY = 1 40 nm

In this embodiment, if a pressure change such as described above occurs, the optical performances of the pro-

jection lens are corrected in the following manner.

That is, while the optical performances of the projection optical system 5 change with a change in pressure, the

wavelength changing means serves to change the emission wavelength X of the illumination system 24 as a variable,

to thereby adjust the optical performances of the projection optical system 5 such as focus position, projection mag-

nification, spherical aberration, comma, astigmatism, image surface curvature or distortion. The principle of adjustment

will be explained below.

It is now assumed that the pressure is a variable X and a change thereof is AX. In this case, the focus position

change Af , the spherical aberration change ASA, the comma change ACM, the astigmatism change AAS, the meridional

image surface curvature change AM, the sagittal image surface curvature changeAS and the symmetric distortion and

projection magnification change AY of the projection lens system of Figure 1 can be expressed by the following equa-

tions:

55
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1S

A f = Afv(AX)

ASA - ASAv(AX)

ACM = ACMx (flX)

AAS = AASX (^X)

AM = AMX (£X)

as = ASX (AX)

AY = AYX (AX)

"A

• - • (1)

J

wherein Afx ,
ASAX ,

ACMX,
AASX , AMx, ASy and AYX are functions, taking AX as a variable, as determined by a change

of relative refractivity (ratio of relractivity) between the lens and the air: calculated from AX.

It is also assumed that the emission wavelength X is a variable and a change thereof is AX. Similarly to the equations

(1), the focus position change Af, the spherical aberration change ASA the comma change ACM, the astigmatism

change AAS, the meridional image surface curvature change AM, the sagittal image surface curvature change AS, and

the symmetric distortion and projection magnification change AY of the lens system 1 of Figure 1, can be expressed

by the following equations:

25

Af = a^to

30
ASA = ASA^(A>)

ACM = ACM^(A^)

AAS = aas^(aX)

35 AM = AM^(AX)

AS

40
Ay

..(2)

J

wherein Afv ASA^ ACMX ,
AAS^, AM^, AS^ and AYX are functions, taking AX as a variable, as calculated by changing

the relative refractivity between the lens and the air with AX.

From the above, the change AX' of wavelength necessary for correcting the focus position, spherical aberration,

comma, astigmatism, distortion and projection magnification as the pressure changes by AX, is given in accordance

with equations (1) and (2), as follows:

so

55
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- -Affc
_1 {Afx(AX)}

5 &y := -ASA*
_1

{/iSAx (AX)}

-= -ACM->
" 1 {ACMY (AX)}

= -AASjt
-1 {AASx (AX)}

10 W --. -AM^-1 {AMX (AX)}

W := -AS
9T

1 {ASx («x)}

1S
A?/ == -AY^ 1{&YX(AX)}

In equation (3), since Afx ,
ASAX ,

ACMX ,
AASX . AMx, ASX and AYX of equation (1) and Afv ASAX.

ACMX,
AASX,

AMX.
ASX and AYX of equation (2) are all functions as determined by the relative refractivity of the lens and the air, the

value AV as calculated here is the one for correcting the change in relative refractivity (i.e., error in ratio of refractivity)

20 caused by the change in pressure.

In summary, the value AX' is the amount effective to move the relative refractivity (refractivity ratio) back to its

reference value. Thus, it can be determined definitely, and the focus position, spherical aberration, comma, astigmatism,

image surface curvature, distortion and projection magnification can be corrected simultaneously.

Next, the manner of correcting the focus position error, spherical aberration error, comma error, astigmatism error,

2S image surface curvature error, distortion error and projection magnification error, in projection of the pattern of the

reticle 1 onto the wafer 9 surface within the projection exposure apparatus of Figure 1, will be explained.

The microprocessor 23 has stored in its memory a calculation program for calculating the amount of change in

relative refractivity of the air between lenses of the projection lens system 5 in accordance with a measure value of

ambient pressure as measured by the pressure sensor 19. In respective calculation formulae, a change in pressure

30 from a predetermined reference value is taken as a variable.

Additionally, the above-described equation (3) has stored in the same memory. Thus, by substituting the amount

AX of change of pressure from the reference value into equation (3), the quantity AX' of change by which the variable

should be changed is determined. It is to be noted that the equation for determining the value AA,' on the basis of a

pressure change can be provided in accordance with simulation.

35 On the other hand, a signal corresponding to the set state of the variable X from the wavelength selector angle

detector 31 which is a detector for the wavelength X, is applied to the microprocessor 23. In response, the microproc-

essor 23 produces a signal, corresponding to the quantity AX' by which the variable X should by changed, and applies

it to the wavelength selector drive control system 32. Then, the control system 32 supplies a predetermined control

signal to the wavelength selector drive control 30, by which actuation for changing the variable X by the amount AV is

40 performed. By this actuation tor the variable AX\ the focus position error, spherical aberration error, comma error,

astigmatism error, image surface distortion error, distortion error and projection magnification error, of the pattern image

resulting from a change in ambient pressure of the projection lens system 5, are corrected.

In this embodiment, first the assembling and adjustment operation is performed so as to assure optimal image

performance with respect to a reference wavelength of exposure tight to be used and to a particular reference pressure

45 at the location where the assembling and adjustment operation is performed. After shipment and after the exposure

apparatus is installed at a location where the apparatus is to be used, the exposure wavelength is changed to set a

reference wavelength in connection with that location, on the basts of a difference in pressure corresponding to the

difference in land level between there and the location where the assembling and adjustment was performed.

In order to meet daily pressure changes, every time wafers to be processed are loaded into the projection exposure

so apparatus, the pressure measurement is performed. On the basis of the result of measurement, the wavelength for

projection exposure process is adjusted and the exposure process is performed with the adjusted wavelength. This

assures good image performance of the projection optical system constantly, irrespective of dairy change in pressure.

In addition to the above and independently of the above-described mechanism, the projection exposure apparatus

of this embodiment is equipped with an adjusting mechanism for correcting a difference in magnification between

55 different processes, or for correcting an error in magnification between different apparatuses in a case where different

processes are performed by using different apparatuses.

The adjusting mechanism for projection magnification comprises a driving mechanism (reticle driving means 3 or

lens driving means 8) shown in Figure 1 which serves to move the reticle 1 or the field lens 6 within the projection lens

8
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system 5.

In that case, the field lens 6 ol Figure 1 is not necessarily limited to single. Plural lenses may be used. The reason

for that a correcting mechanism for projection exposure magnification is provided in addition to thefunction of correcting

image performance to pressure change, is to correct a difference in magnification between different processes or to

s correct a projection magnification error between different exposure apparatuses where different processes are per-

formed by using different apparatuses. As regards the portion of the apparatus whereat the magnification error cor-

recting function is to be installed, such portion in which an appropriate magnification change occurs and which does

not apply a targe influence to the other aberrations may be selected in accordance with simulation, for example.

The focus position of the pattern image through the projection lens system 5 changes in dependence upon the

'0 temperature and humidity around the projection lens system 5 and also upon the temperature of the projection lens

system 5. Additionally, it changes with the set state of the correcting means for projection magnification described

above.

In consideration of it, in this embodiment, a calculation formula for calculating a change in focus position of the

projection lens system 5 due to these variable factors is programmed in the memory of the microprocessor 23 before-

is hand. Thus, the focus position can be determined exactly in accordance with this calculation formula.

Further, the microprocessor 23 serves to detect the focus position of the pattern image formed by the projection

lens system 5, on the basis of signals from the wavelength selector.angle detector 31 , pressure sensor 1 9, temperature

sensor 20, humidity sensor 21 and lens temperature sensor 22. Also, it serves to control the wafer drive control system

1 3, on the basis of a signal from the focus position detector 18 corresponding to the position of the wafer 9 surface,

20 so that the wafer 9 is positioned at the focus position. The wafer drive control system 13 applies a predetermined signal

to the wafer driving means 11 to cause it to move the wafer 9 in the optical axis AX direction, so that the wafer 9 is

placed at the focus position of the pattern image.

With the operations described above, for a change in ambient pressure, the focus position, spherical aberration,

comma, astigmatism, image surface curvature, distortion and projection magnification are all corrected to the values

25 having been set with respect to a reference pressure, whereby a good pattern image is produced as desired. Addition-

ally, when the projection magnification of the pattern image is corrected by the above-described magnification adjusting

means to the magnification as determined in the preceding process, it is assured that the pattern image to be printed

is exactly registered with the pattern having been formed on the wafer during the preceding process.

Figure 4 is a schematic view of a main portion of a projection exposure apparatus according to a second embod-
30 iment of the present invention. In this embodiment, as compared with the first embodiment of Figure 1 wherein the

reticle or field lens is displaced, as an adjusting mechanism for adjusting the optical performance of the projection

optical system, at least one air or gas space within the lens system of the projection optical system (mainly the air

space between lenses) is isolated from the outside atmosphere, and the pressure within that gas space or the com-

ponent of gas in that space is adjusted. The remaining portion has substantially the same structure as of the preceding

35 embodiment, and like numerals as those of Figure 1 are assigned to corresponding elements.

The feature of this embodiment will now be explained, particularly in comparison with the structure of Figure 1 . In

Figure 4, denoted at 33 is a gas space within the lens system which space is isolated from the outside atmosphere.

There are a pressure sensor (pressure measuring means) 37 for measuring the pressure (atmospheric pressure) within

the space 33 and a pressure controller 34 for controlling the pressure in the space 33
s
which are connected to the

40 space 33. To the pressure controller 34, a constant pressure is supplied continuously from a pressure supplying device

36B and through a filter 36A. Evacuation means 35 serves to perform pressure discharge as desired. Signal from the

pressure sensor 37, detecting the pressure in the space 33, is applied to the microprocessor 23. The elements denoted

at 34, 35 and 37 are components of pressure adjusting means.

In this embodiment, as shown in Figure 4, the adjustment of the optical performance of the projection optical system
45 js performed by providing at least one air space (33) isolated from the outside atmosphere and by controlling the

pressure or gas component in that space is adjusted by means of an adjusting mechanism (pressure controller 34).

In this case, in place of changing the pressure in the space 33 isolated from the outside atmosphere to control the

refractivity of air, a gas of N2 or C02 may be sealingty contained in that space. Alternatively, different gases are mixed

and the partial pressure may be controlled.

50 Further, in the Figure 4 embodiment, plural spaces isolated from the outside atmosphere may be defined, or plural

spaces connected to each other may be defined. Substantially the same advantageous effect is attainable by controlling

the pressure in that spaces.

Furthermore, the adjusting means for optical performance may use a combination of the Figure 1 embodiment

and the Figure 4 embodiment: that is, a combination of the driving means (reticle driving means 3 and the lens driving

55 means 8) of Figure 1 for moving the reticle or the field lens of the projection lens system 5, with the arrangement of

Figure 4 wherein at least one space isolated from the outside atmosphere is defined in the projection lens system and

adjusting means (pressure controller 37) adjusts the pressure or gas component within the space 33. If this combination

is adopted, calculation formulae will be somewhat complex, but it will be particularly effective when there is a certain

9
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limitation to the amount of drive (variation).

In the embodiments of the present invention described above, lenses of the projection optical system are made
of a single glass material. However, it is not always necessary to use a single glass material. A portion of the projection

lens system may be made of a different glass material such as CaF2 , for example. In that occasion, through similar

5 correcting operations, errors can be corrected or reduced into a tolerable range.

Next, a device manufacturing method according to an embodiment of the present invention, for producing devices

by using a projection exposure apparatus according to any one of the preceding embodiments, will be explained.

Figure 5 is a flow chart of the sequence of manufacturing a semiconductor device such as a semiconductor chip

(e.g. IC or LSI), a liquid crystal panel or a CCD, for example. Step 1 is a design process for designing the circuit of a

10 semiconductor device. Step 2 is a process for manufacturing a mask on the basis of the circuit pattern design. Step 3

is a process for manufacturing a wafer by using a material such as silicon.

Step 4 is a wafer process which is called a pre-process wherein, by using the so prepared mask and wafer, circuits

are practically formed on the wafer through lithography. Step 5 subsequent to this is an assembling step which is called

a post-process wherein the wafer processed by step 4 is formed into semiconductor chips. This step includes assem-

75 bling (dicing and bonding) and packaging (chip sealing). Step 6 is an inspection step wherein operability check, dura-

bility check and so on of the semiconductor devices produced by step 5 are carried out. With these processes, semi-

conductor devices are finished and they are shipped (step 7).

Figure 6 is a flow chart showing details of the wafer process. Step 11 is an oxidation process for oxidizing the

surface of a wafer. Step 1 2 is a CVD process for forming an insulating film on the wafer surface. Step 1 3 is an electrode

20 forming process for forming electrodes on the wafer by vapor deposition. Step 14 is an ion implanting process for

implanting ions to the wafer. Step 15 is a resist process for applying a resist (photosensitive material) to the wafer.

Step 16 is an exposure process for printing, by exposure, the circuit pattern of the mask on the wafer through the

exposure apparatus described above. Step 17 is a developing process for developing the exposed wafer. Step 18 is

an etching process for removing portions other than the developed resist image. Step 1 9 is a resist separation process

25 for separating the resist material remaining on the wafer after being subjected to the etching process. By repeating

these processes, circuit patterns are superposedly formed on the wafer.

In accordance with the embodiments of the present invention described above, when a pattern of a reticle is

projected onto a wafer through a projection optical system, a change in optical performance due to a daily pressure

change or the pressure at the location where the apparatus is installed can be corrected satisfactorily by using pressure

30 measuring means and an adjusting mechanism. Thus, the present invention provides a projection exposure apparatus

and a device manufacturing method by which high optical performed is assured easily.

Particularly, in accordance with the embodiments described above: a pressure around a projection optical system

is measured and an emission wavelength of light of an illumination system is changed in accordance with the amount

of change in pressure. This enables exact correction of focus position, projection magnification, spherical aberration,

35 comma, astigmatism, image surface curvature and distortion in the projection, by the projection optical system, of an

image of a pattern formed on the first object.

Also, even if the image performance of the pattern image is degraded due to daily pressure change or a pressure

change corresponding to a difference in land level of the location where the apparatus is installed; H is possible to

correct the focus position error, projection magnification error, spherical aberration error, comma error, astigmatism

40 error, image surface curvature error and distortion error of the pattern image, satisfactorily

Further, in IC manufacturing processes, reticles having respective circuit patterns corresponding to respective

wafer processes are used to superposedly print these patterns on a wafer. By correcting an error in magnification

caused between different processes or a projection magnification error between different apparatuses when different

processes are performed by using different apparatuses, it is possible to maintain good matching precision for regis-

45 tration of a reticle and a wafer.

While the invention has been described with reference to the structures disclosed herein, it is not confined to the

details set forth and this application is intended to cover such modifications orchanges as maycome within the purposes

of the improvements or the scope of the following claims.

so

Claims

1. A projection exposure apparatus, comprising:

55 illumination means for supplying illumination light;

a projection optical system for projecting a pattern of a first object onto a second object in cooperation with

the illumination light, said projection optical system having a refraction optical element;

changing means for changing a wavelength of the illumination light;

10
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detecting means for detecting a change in pressure; and

control means for controlling said changing means on the basis of an output of said detecting means so as to

compensate a change in ratio of refractivity between an atmosphere and said refraction optical element due

to a change in pressure.

5

2. An apparatus according to Claim 1 , wherein said illumination means supplies laser as said illumination Eight.

3. An apparatus according to Claim 2 ( wherein the laser comprises deep ultraviolet light and wherein said projection

optical system includes a lens made of Si02 .

10

4. An apparatus according to Claim 3, wherein said projection optical system includes a lens made of CaF2.

5. An apparatus according to Claim 3, wherein said illumination means includes an excimer laser which produces

the laser, wherein said excimer laser has a resonator with a mirror and a wavelength selecting element, and wherein

is said changing means includes actuating means for changing one of said wavelength selecting element of said

resonator and tilt of said mirror of said resonator.

6. An apparatus according to Claim 5, wherein said wavelength selecting element comprises an etalon.

20 7. An apparatus according to Claim 5, wherein said wavelength selecting element comprises a diffraction grating.

8. An apparatus according to Claim 5, wherein said wavelength selecting element comprises a prism.

9. An apparatus according to Claim 5, wherein said excimer laser comprises a KrF laser.

25

10. An apparatus according to Claim 5, further comprising driving means for moving the first object in a direction of

an optical axis of said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the position of the first object

with respect to the direction of the optical axis.

30 11. An apparatus according to Claim 5, further comprising driving means for moving a lens of said projection optical

system in a direction of an optical axis of said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the

position of a surface of said lens with respect to the direction of the optical axis.

12. An apparatus according to Claim 5, further comprising driving means for moving the second object in a direction

3B of an optical axis of said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the position of a surface

of the second object with respect to the direction of the optical axis.

1 3. An apparatus according to Claim 5, further comprising actuating means for changing a pressure in a space between

lenses of said projection optical system, and a pressure detector for detecting a pressure in said space.

40

14. A device manufacturing method including a step of projecting and transferring a device pattern of a mask onto a

substrate by using a projection exposure apparatus as recited in any one of Claims 1-13.

15. A projection exposure apparatus, comprising:

45

illumination means for supplying illumination light;

a projection optical system for projecting a pattern of a first object onto a second object in cooperation with

the illumination light, said projection optical system having a refraction optical element;

changing means for changing a wavelength of the illumination light;

so detecting means for detecting a change in pressure; and

control means for controlling said changing means on the basis of an output of said detecting means so as to

maintain a constant ratio of refractivity between an atmosphere and said refraction optical element irrespective

of a change in pressure.

55 16. An apparatus according to Claim 15, wherein said illumination means supplies laser as said illumination light.

1 7. An apparatus according to Claim 1 6, wherein the laser comprises deep ultraviolet light and wherein said projection

optical system includes a lens made of Si02 .

11
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18. An apparatus according to Claim 17, wherein said projection optical system includes a lens made of CaF2 .

19. An apparatus according to Claim 17, wherein said illumination means includes an excimer laser which produces

the laser, wherein said excimer laser has a resonator with a mirrorand a wavelength selecting element, and wherein

5 said changing means includes actuating means for changing one of said wavelength selecting element o1 said

resonator and tilt of said mirror of said resonator.

20. An apparatus according to Claim 19, wherein said wavelength selecting element comprises an etalon.

to 21. An apparatus according to Claim 19, wherein said wavelength selecting element comprises a diffraction grating.

22. An apparatus according to Claim 19, wherein said wavelength selecting element comprises a prism.

23. An apparatus according to Claim 19, wherein said excimer laser comprises a KrF laser.

75

24. An apparatus according to Claim 19, further comprising driving means for moving the first object in a direction of

an optical axis of said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the position of the first object

with respect to the direction of the optical axis.

20 25. An apparatus according to Claim 1 9. further comprising driving means for moving a lens of said projection optical

system in a direction of an optical axis of said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the

position of a surface of said tens with respect to the direction of the optical axis.

26. An apparatus according to Claim 1 9 further comprising driving means for moving the second object in a direction

25 of an optical axis of said projection optical system, and a position detector for detecting the position of a surface

of the second object with respect to the direction of the optical axis.

27. An apparatus according to Claim 19, further comprising actuating means for changing a pressure in a space be-

tween lenses of said projection optical system, and a pressure detector for detecting a pressure in said space.

30

28. A device manufacturing method including a step of projecting and transferring a device pattern of a mask onto a

substrate by using a projection exposure apparatus as recited in any one of Claims 15 to 27.

29. A projection exposure method comprising the steps of:

35

illuminating a pattern of a first object with illumination light;

projecting said pattern of said first object onto a second object using a projection optical system having a

refraction optical element;

detecting a change in ambient air pressure, and
40 changing a wavelength of the illumination light so as to compensate for a change in ratio of refracting between

ambient air and said refraction optical element due to a change in ambient air pressure.

30. A projection exposure method comprising the steps of:

45 illuminating a pattern of a first object with illumination light;

projecting said pattern of said first object onto a second object using a projection optical system having a

refraction optical element;

detecting a change in ambient air pressure; and

changing a wavelength of the illumination light so as to maintain a constant ratio of refractivity between ambient

50 air and said refraction optical element irrespective of a change in pressure.

31. A method of manufacturing a semiconductor device comprising the projection exposure method of claim 29 or

claim 30 wherein said first object is a mask or reticle and said second object is a substrate having a photosensitive

surface, wherein a circuit pattern is formed on said photosensitive surface by the projection step.

55
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